The purpose of the proposed research is three-fold: first, to predict conflict and cooperative behavior between any pair of Asian countries (dyad) from knowledge about differences on such attribute dimensions as political, vilue, economic development, etc. second, to delineate sub-regional groupings of Asian nations with resoect to conflict and cooperation; and third, to display the profiles of national attributes for each group.
Goclal friction, and violent conflict. This report describes a line of research that will be undertaken with the conviction that the prerequisite for restoring peace and security in this area is systematic, scientific research. Only when we have reliable knowledge on the causesof conflict and cooperation will we be able to move toward a better Asia,
The purpose of the proposed research is three-fold: first, to predict conflict and cooperative behavior between any pair of Asian countries (dyad) from knowledge about differences on such attribute dimensions as polltlcsl, value, economic development, etc.; second, to delineate sub-regional groupings of Asian nations with respect to conflict and cooperation; and third, to display the profiles of national attributes for each group.
Data will be collected on measures of conflict and cooperative behavior, as well as national attribute distances Involving 3^2 Asian dyads for 1955 and 1963, Three models with field theoretical Implicationa will be tested employing canonical and regression analysis. Changes from 1955 to 1963 will be measured as residuals from factor comparison analysis and the shifts in the international behavior V7i.ll be related to changes in the internal characteristic distances between two nations. Sub-regional groupings will be uncovered by applying hierarchical clustering and direct factor analysis techniques to tha index of conflict and cooperation. Then the profiles of each group will be presented.
STUDIES OW THE INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS OF ASIA
Just as an earthquake in Peru sends tidal waves crashing on the Hawaiian shores and inundates the east coast of Japan, so the political tremors in a corner of Asia can generate fomidable impacts all over the world. The growing importance of Asirn stut'iy evidences the need for the IJltlltIII analyr.ls of these political forces. Ar-.ung rnuyarou«; aspects of thtae forces, two arc of min concern in the proposed study: the nature of conflict and cooperation in the Asian behavioral system, and the regional groupings (cooperative) of Asian countrica,
CONFLICT AND COOPERATION IN ASIA
For centuries the etudy of the international relations of Asia has
Involved the description of idiosyncratic foreißn policies based upon diplomatic history. Studies of this kind have contributed to compiling and updating of historical events, but generalizations from them, if any, are purely intuitive: neither test nor replication is possible. A good example is the work of Gordon (1966) . Far beyond the description of foreign policies, Gordon has generalised from empirical materials available to him, personal Interviews, and regional histories to some of the raajov.
dimensions of dyadic Asian behavior. For example, a major dimension of regional cooperation, he points out, involves communication and collaboration on issues of economic development. As Ruramel argues, however, "his generalizations are etill intuitive: the weighting of his data is unknown, the intuitive portions of the data cannot be reproduced, and the mode of combining the data to achieve generalizations cannot be established" (1968, p. 40 Time series analyses of the Sino-Indian conflict has been performed with conmunication data (Smoker, 1964a; and Greaser, 1966 Brecher set six criteria for a subsystem: the delimitation of scope, existence of at least three actors, recognition by others as constituting a distinctive community, self-identifications, the units of power being relatively inferior to those in Dominant System, and changes in theDominant System having greater effect on subsystem than the reverse (Brecher, 1963 Then he scaled these distances so that they varied from zero to unity: zero standing for complete diseimilarlty, unity for perfect similarity. His 9 groups were generated from a direct factor analysis of the similarity matrix. Again, none of his groups could be labelled as Asiau.
Recently Phillip Gregg and Arthur Banks (1965) performed a Q-factor analysis of all 68 political variables in the Cross-Polity Survey (Banks and Textor, 1963). They found five groupings which they named as "polyarchic," "centrist," "elitist," "pereonalist," and "traditional." Even though these groups make some intuitive sense in terms of political" similarities, no single factor could represent Asian states: the "centrUt" factor, for example, has Afghanistan, Czechoslovakia, and Spain. 
FIELD THEORY IN THE INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS
The prime objective of the proposed study is to predict conflict and cooperative behavior of Asian dyads from various attribute diBtances. This is entirely within the framework of field theory which postulates that behavior is the consoquence of a field consisting of social characteristics, or attributes at a given point of time. Before locating the field theory in the study of International relations, a brief review of analytic models currently employed in political science is provided.
ANALYTIC MODELS
A scientific inquiry in a procer-o of ircessdnt interplay between analytic and synthetic systems. An analytic system is a system of undefined symbols, Interrelatlonn aif.ong symbols, axioms, and theorems, all interwoven In other vjorda, the second deplete the relationahlp In the residual space after excluding the first (Cooley and bohnes, 1962 Step 8 will compute F and the residuals F« ■ F for the independent space, while Step 9 will calculate the same for the dependent space.
Canonical Annlysln of kesitHuils (Step 10)
The residuals frorc the tianafoination analysis rcprcr.cnt the dcviational change from IS'SS to 1963. By looking at the relatlenaMp between these two sets of residuals, we can stiK'y how the chnngts In the depe-.ultnt BfMM are related to thor.o. in the Indepcudcat spree. Canonical atxalytilr; vrlll he ur.od for this purpose.
